
 

 

The program of the Young East European cinema 

Debuts: Animation 

The Wound (9’) 

2013 

Author: Anna Budanova (A-film Studio) Russia 

The little girl’s heart wound takes shape of a furry creature that becomes her 

friend. 

 Debuts:  Fiction 

 

  

Zombocalypse (18’)  
2013 

Author: Vyacheslav Kirillov/ Russia 

A young debutant director is preparing for the shooting of his grand film! But the 

closer it gets to the ‘action!’, the worse it is going... Russia 

 

By My Side (15’), 2014 

Author Yana Troyanova/ Russia 

The story of a lonely man 

The Subscriber (9’), 2013 

Authors: Marya Artemenko, Oksana Artemenko, Kiev, Ukraine 

When all the lines are busy… 

 

Baden-Wuerttemberg Film Academy (Ludwigsburg, Germany) 



 

Monster Symphony (3’) anim. 

2012 

Author: Kiana Naghshineh 

A little girl does voice exercises with her monster buddies, so that they will 

frighten adults in the best way.. 

Studies on hysteria (8’) fiction 

2013 

Authors: Gabriel Borgetto, Matthias Bäuerle, Bernd Faaß 

Adam lives in heaven, in solitude, in his blessed nakedness, as clothes hadn’t been 

invented yet and he has got nothing to hide. But then he finds something on a 

pathway… 

If I Wasn’t Born (6’40”) fiction 

2012 

Author: Hendrik Schaefer 

Looking through photo albums always hides a lot of riddles, especially if your 

childhood is divided into ‘before’ and ‘after’ the fall of the Berlin Wall. 

Film and TV School of the Academy of Performing Arts, Prague, Czech Republic 

Pandas (11’28”) anim 

2013 

Author: Matúš Vizár 

After all these years of evolution they appear to be on the verge of extinction. One 

day, a man comes and they become pawns in his game 

m.o. (6’35“)anim 

2012 

Author: Jakub Kouřil 



 

A story of an old lady who orders by mail a mechanical grandpa to brighten up her 

loneliness. 

National Higher School of Film, Television and Theater, Lodz, Poland 

Luke and Lotta (5’) anim 

2012 

Author: Renata Gasiorowska 

A story of a failed date of Cone and Pear. Despite their similar form, they are as far 

as two Universes. 

National Academy for the Theatre and Film Arts (NATFA) - Sofia, Bulgaria 

Dark Side (4'55") anim 

2013 

Director: Liliana Stojanova 

Saint-Petersburg State University of Film and Television (SPbSUFT), Russia 

 

Freddie (5’) fiction 

2012 

Author: Anastasia Molchanova 

Life is a dream, or weekdays of Freddy Krueger. 

 

School-studio "SHAR", Moscow, Russia 

Tin Can (5’41”) anim 

2013 

Author: Tatiana Kiselyova 



 

A funny musical film tells us that there is always a place for a small miracle and 

unexpected joy. 

 

 

 


